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Loyalty. Confidentiality. Obedience. Disclosure. Accounting. Skill. Care. Dilligence.

It may seem like For Sale to Sold is something you're better off doing yourself, but
from start to finish, the sale of a home has many complex layers. For almost 20
years, I've been researching market trends, sharpening my negotiation skills,
learning from every transaction, educating myself on the fine print, and offering each
client trustworthy representation coupled with a strong work ethic.

I have the tools to do the job and the hands-on experience to guide you.

Should you consider listing your home with a Realtor, it would be my pleasure to
represent you                            .

No part of this communication is intended to be a solicitation of a home currently listed with a licensed real estate broker

along the way

Emily Clemens



RE/MAX Along the way was established in 2008 by the late Paul McKnight and his
daughter Emily Clemens. Paul and Emily shared a vision of offering the community
unparalleled representation founded on quality customer service, trustworthiness,
and devotion to individual needs of the home buyer and seller. In choosing a name it
was important that it reference those intentions. This journey was going to be about
helping people along the way and with that, we had found our name.

Known for its worldwide presence, steady history as the number 1 brand in real
estate, and dedication to providing agents with the necessary tools that produce
results for the client, RE/MAX was an asset to the goals already in place.

Our Realtors make a deliberate choice to represent each home buyer and seller with
respect and professionalism. Since opening in August of 2008, RE/MAX Along The
Way has consistently remained within the top 5 for average number of sales per
associate for the local RE/MAX Region. This success is a product of the amazing
Realtors who have joined us along the way. Our agents exemplify passion for
helping people and hold the experience necessary to do the job. We maintain a
standard of “people over profit” when working with the public. The atmosphere
required among agents within the office is respectful, helpful, and honest.

We encourage each other’s gifts and talents and share our own if needed. RE/MAX
Along The Way is grateful to be a part of the community, the lives of our clients, each
other’s lives, and the MS Gulf Coast Real Estate market.

With you Along The Way

Emily Clemens
Broker | Owner

Our St   ry

Emily Clemens
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"Because everyone can use some help along the way"
-The late Paul McKnight



Emilyclemens
Trusted. Experienced. Recommended. 

                            Maintaining a positive reputation was instilled early in my youth and this
has remained a core value. I've established excellent working relationships with those vital
to the success of the real estate transaction including mortgage lenders, home inspectors,
closing attorneys, and my fellow Realtors. I recognize that maintaining a positive working
relationship within the industry is vital to the career and to the client. 

Reputation

                     One of the most valuable resources a Realtor can bring their client is
experience. I've come face-to-face with scenario's that only experience can offer and I'm
grateful for the lessons learned and maturity gained over many years as a Realtor. 
 Through this, I've become a more proficient and skilled agent that can be relied on for
resolutions to potential obstacles and sound advice derived from experience. I offer you
nearly 20 years of contract knowledge, strategic negotiation skills, & real estate
communication knowledge. 

Experience

             The MS Gulf Coast has always been my home. I'm familiar with our local
communities, neighborhoods, amenities, and market trends. My local knowledge gives
you assurance of working with a Realtor who is familiar with the areas she services. In
addition to accurately pricing and effectively marketing your home, I'm able to
confidently communicate area information to prospective buyers. 

Local

                      Remaining tuned into specific situations, striving to understand each need,
providing productive suggestions, and protecting the client's interest are critical priorities
in my operations. I recognize that each transaction is unique and serve each client
individually. My focus is people before profit and building relationships, not databases. 

Priorities

                        As your representation in the sale, you are protected. The opportunity for
detrimental information to be disclosed is eliminated. Answering calls, fielding questions,
handling paperwork, coordinating appointments, researching, negotiating, strategizing -
you can rest knowing I handle the complexities of the real estate business. 

Protection

Value
As an award-winning, top producing REALTOR® that serves many communities across
the MS Gulf Coast, I engage my clients and teach them the process of buying and
selling property that goes far beyond just signing on the dotted line. With years of
experience serving and educating people in the most stressful of situations, I
appreciate assisting others with the largest financial investment they make in life. I
strive to build long-lasting relationships that are based on trust, confidence, & concise
goals, because I value the community I work and live in.

Loyalty. Confidentiality. Obedience. Disclosure. Accounting. Skill. Care. Dilligence
4



Emilyclemens
Trusted. Experienced. Recommended. 

Loyalty. Confidentiality. Obedience. Disclosure. Accounting. Skill. Care. Dilligence

Executive Club
100% Club
4th Highest Sold in Region
Million Dollar Club
Hall of Fame Member
Named among the top 100
Miracle Agent
Miracle Network Agent of the Year
Named among America's Best Real Estate Professionals

No part of this communication is intended to be a solicitation of a home currently listed with a licensed real estate broker

call.text

RE/MAX Along The Way

Broker | Owner | Realtor
228.669.3047

MREC B-18921

www.MSBeachHomes.com

Emily Clemens

emily@mscoast.realestate

Loyalty. Confidentiality. Obedience. Disclosure. Accounting. Skill. Care. Dilligence

Licensed Realtor         
Joined RE/MAX             
Licensed Broker          

2003
2004
2008

MS Gulf Coast Association of Realtors Recognition

Bronze Award
Gold Award
Platinum Award
Ruby Award*
Inducted into the Top Producer Round Club 

2006, 2007
2009, 2011, 2013
2010, 2014
2010
2013

*Recognizes the achievement of highest number of residential sales on the MS Gulf Coast

RE/MAX International & Regional Recognition

2006-2008, 2017-2018
2009-2016, 2019, 2021
2010, 2016
2014
2014
2016-2018
2018
2019
2017-2019

Broker | Owner | Realtor

Designations

Certified Residential Specialist (CRS)
Seller Representative Specialist (SRS)
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Emilyclemens
Trusted. Experienced. Recommended. 

RE/MAX Along The Way | 104 W Railroad St | Long Beach, MS 39560

By By Emily Emily ClemensClemens

Emily is an absolute joy to work with! We recently sold our house, and I was
very nervous about the whole process. Emily took care of everything and
was there with us every step of the way. She was always available to
answer questions and really eased my worries. She kept us informed
about the process and the timeline. I loved having her as a realtor, and she
definitely has gained a lifelong customer! Emily Atwood, Gulfport

From start to finish Emily made selling our house a breeze! She was
professional, knowledgeable and a great help in every way possible.
I would highly recommend her to anyone in need of a great Realtor!
Kelly Roth, Long Beach

Honest, dependable and has your best interests in mind. I can't say
enough positive things about her professionalism. After I attempted a
FSBO, I called Emily and she literally handled it all. She anticipated
my every question and was already handling an issue before I even
asked her about it. A rare find in today's world. She truly cares about
her clients! Vicki Taylor, Long Beach

Over 50                               Reviews on Zillow

By By Emily Emily ClemensClemens

By By Emily Emily ClemensClemens

By By Emily Emily ClemensClemens

By By Emily Emily ClemensClemens

By By Emily Emily ClemensClemens

Seller Testimonials
Emily is the most dedicated & talented agent I’ve ever used. Her
professionalism and knowledge of the process was outstanding.  We
had multiple offers within days.  We will always be thankful for her
guidance. Andrea Day, Gulfport

Working with Emily was the best decision. She is very
knowledgeable and easy to get ahold of. She was able to
answer any and all of my questions. She listed my house and it
sold very quickly. I will definitely use her when I buy.
Gina Rubom, Gulfport

We could not be more pleased with our experience. Emily is truly an
expert! We are incredibly thankful for the time she invested in us.
The best way I can describe Emily is that she provides customer
service in a way that is a dying art in today’s world - she is
hardworking, savvy, smart, gracious, and kind.  We are so grateful
for her expertise as we navigated both selling and buying.
The Woodwards, Long Beach
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remax.com: The site they see

The RE/MAX Brand

No part of this communication is intended to be a solicitation of a home currently listed with a licensed real estate broker 7



The RE/MAX Brand

No part of this communication is intended to be a solicitation of a home currently listed with a licensed real estate broker 8



Online Marketing

9
A few of the websites where my listings are displayed. There are MANY more!



Details They matter!

Below is how this home was being marketed with photos and
description by the competitor.

Completely Remodeled 4B 2Ba 1486SqFt Ranch Home located in Pinehurst Subdivision.
Features granite countertops, back splash & stainless steel appliances, fresh paint, new
floorings, fireplace, stucco exterior front, fenced in yard & beautiful landscaping!

Marketing Description

10



Details They matter!
Here are my photos and description!

This house is FRESH and CLEAN! All bedrooms have NEW carpet and nearly every
wall has a NEW coat of paint. Beautiful granite with modern backsplash in kitchen where
dishwasher and microwave are NEW! This one comes with the fridge too! Dining area
separates fourth bedroom and living space that features soaring vaulted ceiling and
wood floors. Nice sized main bedroom that includes double windows for natural light,
has private bath with granite vanity, walk-in closet, and shower/tub combo. A ceiling fan
in every bedroom! Rear patio overlooks large shady lawn surrounded by privacy fence.
No city taxes here and just down from Ocean Springs High. Make your appointment
quick to view this rare find, FOUR bedroom, move-in-ready home in Pinehurst before it's
too late!!

Emilyclemens
Trusted. Experienced. Recommended. 

Marketing Description
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3D Walking Tour

Personalized
Property QR Codes

Dedicated Property
Website

www.msbeachhomes/yourhome

Drone
Photography & Video

ON

Social Media
Marketing

Creative Marketing
Each property is unique & marketing options should
be too! These are some of the creative tools that I
have the ability  to utilize in my marketing strategy.

12

Compatible with
VR for a full 3D

experience.



Listing Well Above What the Market Indicates as Value
 

No Showings…NO OFFERS! Buyer & Agent interest is LOW or
none. Listing is of no value to potential buyers. Becomes stale. 

Listing Just Above Market Value to "see what happens"
 

May receive showings, but low or no offers. Potential purchasers feel that they
can still get more home for the dollar. They're looking for the value, and based

on what the market reflects, we aren't it.

Showings are HOT & HEAVY! Offer(s) within the first week of listing.
Listed here, we are more likely to receive quality offers. In a strong sellers market,

the potential for multiple offers begins HERE & this is where you may even see
offers higher than list price! Potential purchasers can see the value of your home

in the market and want to act quickly before someone else does!

Listing in line with the market = BUYER VALUE! 
 New to market + value to buyer = EXCITEMENT!

 
VALUE + EXCITEMENT = OFFERS

Over Pricing

Testing the Market

Priced Right

CREATING VALUE

Zestimates  + Old Appraisals + Original Purchase Price + 
Opinions not based on market facts =

 
NO VALUE

& Excitement

13
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A listing attracts the most excitement and interest when it is first listed. Your home has the
highest chance of receiving quality offers when it is NEW to the market. 

 
Timing is extremely important in the real estate market. 

PRICE vs TIMING

HIGH

LOW

Selling a home is very much about the competition.

Time is NOT a Seller's friend

Either the marketplace is helping you sell your home, or you are
helping someone else sell theirs.

Buyers most likely to be qualified & ready to offer are the FIRST buyers.

Buyers & those buyers agents deal with NEW inventory & not the OLD. 

14



The market analysis I prepare for you is based
on detailed market research. Values are
derived from factual information, comparable
sales, and the most accurate records of those
sales ~ the MLS. This is the absolute best
method of determining a price and a
marketing strategy that will create BUYER
VALUE & bring you results. The valuable
assets of your home are compared to similar
closed sales & adjustments are made as
necessary for positive and negative features.
You are provided with accurate market details
in order to make the best decisions when
preparing to enter the local real estate market.

VALUE FACTORS

The value of a property is determined by what a Buyer is willing to
pay in today’s market based on comparing the property to similar

homes that have SOLD in the area. 

Incorrect Value Methods
WHAT
YOU
PAID

WHAT
ZILLOW
SAYS

WHAT
YOU
OWE

WHAT
YOU

WANT

15



$150k $165k

STRATEGY

Think like a Buyer

$180k $195k $210k $225k

Price is the largest factor in a buyer's search

Buyer's search in brackets

Market indicates value to be $220,000 but you've decided to
test the market with a list price of $240,000. The buyer willing
& able to pay $220,000 will likely not see your home come up

in their saved search that they capped at $225k.

Sure, but, the price can be dropped later.  
True, but REMEMBER the importance of price vs timing!

 
They can always make me an offer.  

True, but they may likely never see it! 

16



Buyers start the process of finding a home with a
practical approach and then, become emotional.

Questions a higher priced home Considers market conditions

Pays attention to small home defects Offers low or makes no offer

Moves quickly and comes in strong

THE PRACTICAL BUYER

THE EMOTIONAL BUYER

Bases list price on emotional ties to the home, the dollar invested, &
other motives driven by emotion rather than fact.

Sellers often start with an emotional approach and later become practical.

Bases sale strategy on things not related to facts of the market.

Considers market facts

Lists to create value and excitement in the market

Yields the best results

THE EMOTIONAL SELLER

THE PRACTICAL SELLER

PRACTICAL     EMOTIONALOR

WINWIN
WINWIN

A PRACTICAL Seller
that attracts

EMOTION from a Buyer

17



Create Value
Create Excitement
Price Correctly

QUICK RECAP

Right Price
Best value

VALUE +
EXCITEMENT

A home is worth what a Buyer will pay
Market facts determine value

MARKET VALUE

Competition Matters
Let the market help you
Best buyers are 1st buyers
New Inventory is Hot Inventory

PRICE vs TIMING

STRATEGY

Remove emotion
A Seller's decisions, based on emotion, are rarely productive

START PRACTICAL | STAY PRACTICAL

18



The Selling Process

Emilyclemens
Trusted. Experienced. Recommended. 

Sign & Photos

Confirm Movers,
Utility Shut Off &
Mail Forwarding

Closing

Meet Emily

Quick Breakdown

Listing Paperwork

Listing Goes LiveShowings Begin

Repair Requests
& Round 2
Negotiation

Home Inspection,
Appraisal & Pest

Inspectinon

Vacate & CleanBuyer Final
Walkthrough

You will be well informed if items here don't apply or if there may be steps that apply to your
transaction which you don't see here. Every sale is unique!

Contract

Offer Presentation
& Negotiation

Consutlation
Market Analysis,
Pricing, Strategy

Home Prep

Repair
Completion

Re Inspect of
Completed

Repairs

Post a positive review for Emily
when request email is received

FOR SALE

RE/MAX
Along The Way

Emily Clemens
228.669.3047

19



Prepare to SELL

interior
Don’t overdo smell. Use a subtle air
freshener, if necessary.
Declutter counters & surfaces:
kitchen/bath, dining/living tables, &
shelves/dressers
Remove outdated, heavy, or dark
shades to maximize natural light
Replace non-operational light bulbs
Remove personal items (family
photos, hobby collections, etc.)
Make beds each day
Put laundry & toys away each day
Organize closets & garage so buyers
can see potential space
Dust (don't forget the ceiling fans!)
Remove out of season holiday deco
Install new air filters and ensure your
units are properly functioning
Remove and soak to clean your air
condition ceiling vents
Clean litter box daily
Remove interior garbage daily
Be mindful of furniture vs space.
Consider storing furniture while on
the market if too large for the room.

Prepare to SELL

exterior

Use clear tubs of various sizes in closets and pantries to alleviate clutter & disorganization

Ensure front / back yards are clean &
appealing. Add mulch to beds, shape
overgrown bushes (or remove if
necessary), plant fresh flowers, keep
lawn cut & free of leaves & other debris
If dingy, add a fresh coat of paint to your
front door
Consider painting your exterior light
fixture if it isn’t in the budget to replace!
Clean leaves and debris from gutters
Place a fresh doormat at entryway
Remove excess decorations from front &
back entryways
Clean windows / skylights, inside & out
Power wash driveway, front and back
walkways, deck(s), siding, and steps
Touch up exterior paint
Clear the driveway and walkways of
obstacles (like overgrown bushes,etc.)
If missing or old, add attractive house
numbers to the front of your home. 
Spruce up your mailbox or replace if
unattractive/damaged
Caulk around windows & other areas, if
needed (if you do this, do it neatly!)

Cost Efficient Tip

20

Cost efficient prep that can make all the difference



THE SHOWING

Turn on every light and
lamp while opening all
curtains and blinds to let as
much light in as possible.

LET THERE BE LIGHT

Prepare to be flexible and
accommodating as we may
receive multiple requests to
view.

BE FLEXIBLE

A buyer’s first impression
is made when they pull into
the driveway. Make sure
your home is tidy and
welcoming.

CURB APPEAL

Less is best. Start packing
and remove personal items
such as family photos.

DECLUTTER

Make the buyer comfortable
and keep the thermostat set
between 70-72°.

COMFORT IS KEY

A dirty home does not look
well maintained. Clean
ceiling fan blades, air vents,
cobwebs, finger prints, etc. 

KEEP IT CLEAN

Keep a consistent , clean
fragrance throughout your
home and avoid strong,
fruity scents.

FRAGRANCE 

It is best to make your pets’
presence disappear.  Take
them with you during
showings and hide their
bowls, beds, toys, etc.

HIDE YOUR PETS

If audio/video surveillance
is in place, make buyers &
agents aware. Notice
included in this packet.

LET THEM KNOW

Remove all vehicles from
the driveway and run an
errand or grab a meal while
buyers are looking. 

DON'T STAY

1 2

3 4

5 6

7 8

9 10

Best Practices

21



Emilyclemens
Trusted. Experienced. Recommended. 

RE/MAX Along The Way | 104 W Railroad St | Long Beach, MS 39560

Listing & Negotiating

Paperwork can be completed & signed in person or by email.
Photo day will be planned. NOTE: It is imperative that the listing date be on or after
the day of photos. A listing without photos isn't an option. 
A sign and a lockbox will be installed.
Property will go live in the Multiple Listing Service. You will receive a link via text or
email to view the online listing.
Within 24hrs, the property will be on major search sites including Zillow,
Realtor.com, Trulia, Homes.com, and RE/MAX.com. 

Paperwork | Photos | Live Listing

Your home will be seen by agents immediately upon entry into the MLS and shortly
after by the public.  We can expect to receive requests for showings from this point
through the time we have a signed contract. 
If you are still living in the home, myself or my office will schedule showings with
you prior to okaying the request. No one should ever show up unannounced or
without real estate agent accompaniment. If this occurs, please direct them to
contact the agent of their choice, or my office. 
I will be notified by text when the lockbox is opened that will provide agent details.
We will always have a logged history of who opened the lockbox and when. 

Ready, Set, SHOW

Offers will be presented as they are received unless you have instructed me
otherwise. In the event of multiple offers being received, you determine how I am
to handle. I will go over options with you in detail at such time. 
Negotiations may be done in writing or verbally, however, only a written
acceptance, signed by both buyer and seller, = a contract.
With any offer received, I will prepare you an estimated proceeds sheet. This will
give you a breakdown of offer terms and numbers, as well as the estimate of your
proceeds after all costs of the sale are deducted, based on that specific offer.

Offers | Negotiation My Specialty!

22



Inspect the Inspectionbefore

Smoke (& Carbon Monoxide if home has gas service) Detectors
Test smoke detectors to ensure they function. Change
batteries/replace if necessary.
Code requires detectors in each bedroom, all hallways, & within
3ft of entry doors. Consider installation in all required areas.

HVAC
Replace your AC filter and vacuum out your return air plenum. 

GFCI protected outlets
Inside – GFCI outlets should be in all wet areas
(kitchen/baths/laundry)
Outside – GFCI outlets with proper exterior outlet cover required 

Breakers
Correctly label electrical breakers at your panel box

Light Bulbs
Ensure light bulbs are all installed and functioning

Gutters
Remove leaves & debris

Dryer Vent
Clean lint from your exterior dryer vent

Caulking (only consider if areas are in obvious need of caulking)
Gaps at exterior siding, around tubs, sinks, counters, backsplash
& around windows

Home inspectors are detailed, and reports can be unnecessarily lengthy.
Let's shorten the report! Below are some commonly found issues, easily avoided!

These items are not required to be done prior to the inspection, though
completing some or all will be beneficial to the results of your buyer’s inspection

- and this benefits YOU!

23



Contract Stages

Home Inspection: Typically to be completed in the first 10 business days. The agent for
buyer will schedule this through me and I will make you aware of the day & time.
Inspections can take anywhere from 2-4hrs. Often, buyers request to meet with the
inspector at the home near the end of their inspection to discuss any findings. It is required
that their agent be present with them anytime they visit the home. Again, it is best you not
be present if the buyer and their agent are.
Inspection Release: Within the agreed inspection period we will receive notification as to if
the buyer is moving forward "as is", if they are requesting repair or concessions for repair,
or if they have chosen to cancel based on the inspection report. 

Appraisal: Once the home inspection contingency is removed, we can expect the
appraisal next. This usually occurs between weeks 2-3 of the contract but may fluctuate.
The appraiser will make an appointment through me to do a visual inspection. Their report
is turned into the lender once completed (may take 5-7 days). We do not receive
information on the appraised value unless it comes back below our contract price.
Appraisers have access to our Realtor key boxes. 
Pest Inspection: If a termite inspection is a part of the contract, the appointment for the
inspector to come out is scheduled through me. They do require interior access and I will
take care of this if you are not home. 

Title Company: that is closing the sale will likely reach out to you. Information they may
request will be related to your current mortgage, new mailing address, etc. 

Final Walkthrough: The buyer and their agent will schedule a final walkthrough. Usually
this is the day of or the day before closing. 

Time frames and stages will differ depending on the terms of your contract. For instance, a
cash buyer may waive their right to an appraisal. I will provide you with updated timelines &
information based on your specific agreed terms. 

Weeks 1-2

Weeks 2-3

Weeks 3-4

Approaching Closing

Emilyclemens
Trusted. Experienced. Recommended. 
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Seller Need to know
Square Footage Matters! If you feel there is a significant error in square footage that tax
records indicate, consider hiring an appraiser to measure the home, or provide your last
appraisal to Emily, as you may have additional value and not even know it. 

Don’t Get Locked Out. Have a spare key in case the interior garage door gets locked.

I May or May Not Show Your Home. While I'm always working with several clients, they
may not be the right buyers for your property. My job is to market your home on multiple
platforms to as many agents and buyers as possible until we find "the one."

Detailed Feedback is rare. After every showing I will request feedback from the showing
agent and forward the message to you. You never have to ask.

Open Houses don't sell houses, statistically speaking. However, I believe in "no stone left
unturned" and am willing to open your house to the public if you're interested.

Pre-Approval Isn't Final Loan Commitment. Sometimes a pre-approved buyer can still
be denied due to unforeseen circumstances or discoveries made by a loan underwriter.

Don't Count Your Chickens. There is never a guarantee in real estate, so please do not
make permanent plans with your expected proceeds until you have a check in your hand.

Utilities Must Stay ON through the day of closing to allow for proper inspections,
including the final walk-through.

Inspectors Need Access to the water heater, furnace, attic, lawn irrigation controls, and
crawl space in order to be properly evaluate these systems.

Home Inspections and Appraisals are not the Same. Inspectors are evaluating many
components of the home to ensure they are in normal working order, whereas, an
appraiser is determining value of the home and verifying its general condition for the bank.

Closing Day is not Moving Day. Be sure to schedule your movers well in advance so
that the buyers are able to see the property in the condition in which they are accepting it.

"Broom Clean" homes are free of personal items and debris and have been swept or
vacuumed prior to closing. 

Terminate all Services such as utilities, homeowner's insurance, & alarm monitoring
after closing.     25



Emilyclemens
Trusted. Experienced. Recommended. 

RE/MAX Along The Way | 104 W Railroad St | Long Beach, MS 39560

FAQ
Do I have to leave when the house is being shown? 
It's best for no one to be at the house when a prospective buyer and their agent arrive. They
need to feel comfortable to look around and this can become awkward for them if the owner is
present. In addition, it eliminates the potential for conversation between buyer/seller & buyer's
agent that could ultimately be detrimental to you. 

Will I always be contacted prior to a showing? 
If you are occupying the home, the answer is absolutely yes. If the home is vacant, please let
me know and I will be glad to notify you each time a showing has been scheduled.

What if we get more than one offer at a time? 
If multiple offers are received, you will have the say in how I am to handle those. There are
several options, and I will present those to you so you can choose. You will have my guidance
in making your decision if/when the time comes. 

When should I start to pack?
It doesn't hurt to go ahead and start boxing things up that you don't use often right away. This
will lighten your load later. I'll keep you well informed when contingencies are released
(inspection, appraisal, etc.) but you want to be prepared to have everything out by the day of
closing.

When do I have to be completely out of the house? 
The buyers will expect to be able to move in the same day. The house should be completely
emptied of your personal belongings the day of closing. 

Do I have to have the house professionally cleaned after I move out? 
A professional cleaning would be appreciated by any buyer, but it is not required. The home
should be move in ready, empty of all personals, and clean. Floors swept, toilets cleaned,
carpets vacuumed, counters wiped down, and all trash removed. When the buyer does their
final walkthrough, we want them to be excited and pleased with the condition of their new
home!

When should I transfer utilities out of my name?
Utilities should remain on in your name through the day of closing. 

When should I cancel my insurance? 
Once we are officially closed, notify your insurance company you have sold the home. 

What should I do with my extra keys/garage door openers?
Bring these to closing to be given to the new owner.

What do I bring to closing? 
Valid photo ID for all parties who are signing, extra keys, and all garage door openers. 26



A high price tag will cause
potential buyers to lose interest
in your home before seeing it... 

 racking up days on the market &
then selling for less than fair

market value.

Overpricing
For maximum value,

make necessary
repairs, neutralize 

paint colors, declutter,
depersonalize, stage
with trendy decor &

don’t forget to clean!

Skipping the Prep

When buyers see “as-
is,” they assume the
worst and may not even
consider your home for
fear of “what’s wrong
with it?” or "what is the
seller hiding?"

ADVERTISING
“AS-IS”Buyers are going to ask

for closing costs, dollars
off price, the fridge, a

home warranty, repairs, a
prick of blood, and maybe
even the family dog if it’s

cute. Just negotiate!

Getting Offended

When selling one of your most
expensive assets, you deserve

the best. From strategies
designed just for you, to top-

notch marketing and invaluable
advice, Emily has your back.

Not Hiring Emily

Common Mistakes

Independent and re-finance
appraisals are often more

generous than what the market
will actually support. Instead,

review the most recent sales in
your area to determine value.

Using Non-Purchase
Appraisals

Simple conversation can
reveal delicate

information that could
very possibly hurt your

profit. Never engage in a
Q&A session if crossing

paths at the house. 

Chatting With
Buyer/Agent
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Danny Bogolin  | 228.323.4054
Jay Shows | 228.518.4181

Electrician
Living Waters | 228.243.2926                             
All Seasons  | 228.229.0961               

Pressure Washing

Richard Scott | 228.868.9362
Ivey’s A/C | Alex Ivey | 228.990.8334
Redline | Josh Allen | 228.223.1881
Tillmans’s | Doyle or Rena | 228.864.9351

Heating & Air

Andy Parker | 228.861.1112
A Royal Flush 228.867.9944

Plumbing

Just-In-Time Lawncare | 228.697.9778
Taylor Made Lawn Care | 228.452.9106
Southern Scapes | 228.860.6679

Landscaping

Paramount Pest | 228.896.7378
Pest Control

Pickens Roofing | 228.363.2118
B&M Roofing | 228.860.5388
Strong Roofing | 228.313.3997

Roofers

Mighty Men Movers | 228.297.5676

Two Men & A Truck | 228.220.1726

Marshalls Moving | 228.243.6683

Moving Companies
Beatline Mini Storage | 228.364.1360
Bay-Waveland Storage | 228.467.9793

Storage Facilities

R&S Well & Pump | 228.263.0523
Favre's Well Services | 228.731.2112

Well Services

Todd Stogner | 228.731.0769
G&M Tree Service | 228.861.4768

Tree Removal/Trimming

Mike Peters | 228.669.9721
Chad Shoemake | 228.669.1924

Painters

Waterscape | 228.547.0302
ASP Pool Services | 228.231.9084

Pool Services

Sun Coast Septic | 228.860.8104
Septic Services

Teddy Bear | 228.896.8446
Anna's Cleaning | 228.222.3092
Bio-One (hazardous/unique) | 228.369.2762

Cleaning Services

God's Grace Handymen | 504.377.2138
John Ruth | 228.223.0283

Handyman

Emilyclemens
Trusted. Experienced. Recommended. 

Service Providers
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https://www.google.com/search?q=fun%20in%20the%20sun%20pool%20services%20gulfport&rlz=1C1UEAD_enUS954US955&sxsrf=ALiCzsZA1LB6Y8wzuHtclgj-OM3T98Be7A:1652300101969&ei=Mxl8YqeDGOfD_Qa8iIxI&ved=2ahUKEwj9no_Fodj3AhXST98KHf6oAIoQvS56BAgFEAE&uact=5&oq=fun+in+the+sun+pool+services+gulfport&gs_lcp=Cgdnd3Mtd2l6EAMyBQghEKABMgUIIRCgAToHCAAQRxCwAzoKCAAQRxCwAxDJAzoICAAQkgMQsAM6BAgjECc6CAgAEIAEEMkDOgsILhCABBDHARCvAToGCAAQFhAeOgUIABCGAzoFCCEQqwI6CAghEBYQHRAeOgUIIRCSA0oECEEYAEoECEYYAFCFB1jcGWDlGmgBcAF4AIABzwGIAeMTkgEGMC4xOC4xmAEAoAEByAEGwAEB&sclient=gws-wiz&tbs=lf:1,lf_ui:2&tbm=lcl&rflfq=1&num=10&rldimm=139365176640239315&lqi=CiVmdW4gaW4gdGhlIHN1biBwb29sIHNlcnZpY2VzIGd1bGZwb3J0SKGT4azUlYCACFo7EAAQARACEAMQBBAFGAMYBBgFGAYiJWZ1biBpbiB0aGUgc3VuIHBvb2wgc2VydmljZXMgZ3VsZnBvcnSSARhzd2ltbWluZ19wb29sX2NvbnRyYWN0b3KqASQQASogIhxmdW4gaW4gdGhlIHN1biBwb29sIHNlcnZpY2VzKAA&sa=X&rlst=f#
https://www.google.com/search?q=biloxi%20mississippi%20maid%20services&rlz=1C1UEAD_enUS954US955&tbm=lcl&sxsrf=ALiCzsZYmB79IhgiQJHSFxO6uCclBvvnRQ%3A1652299504668&ei=8BZ8YrqlKOqiqtsPzZ-DoA8&oq=biloxi+mississippi+maid+services&gs_l=psy-ab.3..33i299k1.25363.25963.0.26178.5.5.0.0.0.0.136.502.0j4.4.0....0...1c.1.64.psy-ab..1.4.501...0i8i7i30k1j0i8i13i30k1j0i390k1.0.txFSlwE31tc&tbs=lrf:!1m4!1u17!2m2!17m1!1e2!1m4!1u3!2m2!3m1!1e1!1m4!1u2!2m2!2m1!1e1!2m1!1e2!2m1!1e3!2m4!1e17!4m2!17m1!1e2!3sIAE,lf:1,lf_ui:14&rlst=f#
https://www.google.com/search?q=biloxi%20mississippi%20maid%20services&rlz=1C1UEAD_enUS954US955&tbm=lcl&sxsrf=ALiCzsZYmB79IhgiQJHSFxO6uCclBvvnRQ%3A1652299504668&ei=8BZ8YrqlKOqiqtsPzZ-DoA8&oq=biloxi+mississippi+maid+services&gs_l=psy-ab.3..33i299k1.25363.25963.0.26178.5.5.0.0.0.0.136.502.0j4.4.0....0...1c.1.64.psy-ab..1.4.501...0i8i7i30k1j0i8i13i30k1j0i390k1.0.txFSlwE31tc&tbs=lrf:!1m4!1u17!2m2!17m1!1e2!1m4!1u3!2m2!3m1!1e1!1m4!1u2!2m2!2m1!1e1!2m1!1e2!2m1!1e3!2m4!1e17!4m2!17m1!1e2!3sIAE,lf:1,lf_ui:14&rlst=f#


Real Estate Commission
Standard real estate commission is 6% based on the sales price. 
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A real estate transaction involves many moving parts of which I am extensively
experienced in and trained to handle on your behalf.

Real estate contracts are legal and binding, and contain details and information that I
understand and am able to convey clearly to you. 

Negotiations are complex. Beyond sales price there are several other blanks, contingencies,
and timelines within a contract that may be detrimental or beneficial to you.  I have
developed detailed methods to assist you in seeing the full picture of contract terms so
you can make the best decisions for your situation. 

Offering a home for sale, finding a buyer, and getting under contract are only a small part of
the process. Various hurdles are still to be crossed and it's my job to know what it will take
to get your sale to the finish line.

The real estate market is an ever-changing one. I have sold real estate in many varying
market conditions over 20 years. I have a full grasp on strategies that work in diverse
situations in order to protect your best interest & yield the best results. 

As a full-time Realtor, I have made it my career to be dedicated to working for you. Whether
this involves weekend showings, evenings organizing offers to present to you, fielding
phone calls on holidays to make things happen, I make myself available to make sure
you have the representation deserved. 

VALUE

Realtors do not receive any income until a sale is officially closed. A full time Realtor relies
solely on income from closed transactions.  
1/2 of the total commission is paid to the Brokerage that represents the buyer.
If applicable, any fees due to a referring Brokerage are deducted.
The real estate brokerage retains a portion of the agent's earnings for overhead/operating. 
Federal and state taxes must be paid on commissions.
Realtors are responsible for their own business-related costs deducted from their income:

Marketing costs including photos, ads, signs, etc. 
Vehicle related costs
Health insurance & retirement costs
Local, state, and national real estate dues
Required continuing education costs
Required real estate Errors & Omissions Insurance costs 
MLS participation and Realtor key and lockbox costs

"Total" Truth

As it requires both sides to work diligently to ensure the transaction is successful and one is not less
valuable than the other, my practice is to offer the buyer's Broker 50% of the total commission. The
standard total commission amount for listing a home is 6% (3% listing/3% selling). In this competitive
market, many have discounted their own value and are offering a lower total commission. Often, this
results in a uniquely configured split that is more beneficial to one side over the other. You have my
guarantee that I will always do what is best for the client, regardless of the benefit to self. Should the
difference of a percent be the deciding factor in your representation, please discuss this with me so
we can work together to look at options. 

You will never receive less than 100% effort from me as your agent. 



Emilyclemens
Trusted. Experienced. Recommended. 

RE/MAX Along The Way | 104 W Railroad St | Long Beach, MS 39560
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WELCOME!

Thank you for viewing 

Please be aware this property has certain security features in place


